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Progress in the electroweak physics at the eþe� colliders are reviewed, focusing mainly on the latest
and highest energy colliders LEP and SLC. The results on the Z and W boson properties are discussed,
and the implications of these precision results in the standard model are shown.
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1. Introduction

It would be fair to say that electron–positron (eþe�)
colliders have made vital contributions to the progress
on particle physics. The spectacular success in the 1970s
includes the discovery at SPEAR of c�cc resonances
ðJ=�;�0; . . .Þ, charmed mesons and � leptons, the study of
� resonances at DORIS and CESR, and discovery of B
mesons, the observation of quark and gluon jets at PEP and
PETRA, followed by TRISTAN in 1980s towards higher
collision energies. A great advantage of eþe� colliders is the
well defined initial state of the point-like electrons, leading
to very clean final states, allowing both precise measure-
ments and clear signatures of new phenomena. LEP1) and
SLC2) are on the wave front (Fig. 1), conceived as the
machines to explore physics at the electroweak scale, by
producing a large number of Z bosons, and at a later stage
W pairs at LEP-2. This report gives a brief summary of
electroweak physics at eþe� colliders, focusing mainly on
the results from LEP and SLC.

2. Colliders and Experiments

The SLC collider at SLAC was based on the existing 3 km
linear electron accelerator originally built in the 1960s. It
was upgraded and modified in the 1980s to accelerate both
electrons and positrons to the beam energies sufficient to
produce the Z boson. The beams were brought into collision
at a single interaction point after guided along two arcs.
In June 1989 the first eþe� collisions at the Z energy were
recorded by the Mark II detector. By August 1989, the first
results of the Z resonance parameters were produced.3)

Since 1992, the new SLD detector4) took data at the SLC.
The machine was also upgraded to provide longitudinally
polarised electron beam,5) the feature unique to the SLC
which is absent in LEP. By 1998 when the SLC was finally
stopped, SLD detector collected 0.6 million Z decays. For
a large fraction of the dataset, the level of polarisation was
over 70%.

The LEP collider was built at CERN in the 1980s. It was a
circular accelerator of its 27 km circumference, the largest
accelerator in the world. The large size was dictated by the
requirement of limiting the energy loss due to synchrotron
radiation, which goes as E4

beam, to a manageable level.
Existing CERN accelerators such as PS and SPS were used
to ramp the energy of electrons and positrons to the LEP
injection energy at 20 – 22 GeV. The eþe� beams were

further accelerated in the LEP ring and brought into
collisions at four interaction points where the four LEP
detectors ALEPH,6) DELPHI,7) L3,8) and OPAL,9) were
located.

LEP started its operation in 1989 at the centre-of-mass
energy near to the Z mass. Until the end of 1995, four LEP
experiments each collected about 4.5 million Z decay events.

In the second phase of LEP operation (LEP-2) from 1996
until 2000, centre-of-mass energy was increased progres-
sively. Pair production of the W boson became possible
for the first time in the eþe� collision, allowing precise
measurements of W boson mass and detailed studies of
W pair production mechanism. Another important topic
throughout the LEP programme was searches for the Higgs
boson and other possible new physics signatures which
could appear only at high energies. In the last year of LEP
operation, the centre-of-mass energy of LEP reached to its
highest energy of 209 GeV.

3. The Standard Model in Brief

At the tree level in the standard model of electroweak
interaction, properties of Z and W bosons are determined
practically by three independent parameters corresponding
to the two gauge couplings of SUð2ÞL � Uð1ÞY and the
vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field. A basic
parameter set suited for the Z studies is GF, mZ and �, since
they are measured precisely. Other parameters like W mass
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Fig. 1. (Color online) The hadronic total cross-section in eþe� collision

as a function of centre-of-mass energy. The solid curve is the prediction

of the standard model, and the points are the experimental measurements.
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